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lifeguards make to our communities each summer.
Thanks for your dedication, from the DHL New Zealand team.
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the season that was
from the editor’s desk
More hours than ever....
That was the outcome of another season. Surf Life Saving
provided more patrol hours on New Zealand beaches than any
other year. And we’ve always said that behind every patrol hour
is another two of training, planning and administration to provide
the best aquatic safety service in New Zealand.

Surf Life Saving is grateful
for the support from our
principal funder

Throughout the year Surf Life Saving New Zealand conducted a
significant amount of research. Understanding what our members
want from Surf Life Saving and how satisfied they are, together
with how the public perceive Surf Life Saving, is essential if we
are going to continue to be successful. Results flowing through
are, to quote the research agency ‘Impressive’.
With the development of the national Drowning Prevention
Strategy (DPS) and Surf Life Saving’s centenary ‘now just a
couple of years away’, the future on the beach looks bright, even
in these grey days of winter.
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heads up
news briefs

heads up...
100
years

100 years of Service

Web page traffic

At the beginning of this season SLSNZ

Surf Life Saving’s web page has recorded a 20% increase

committed an initial $125,000 as seed money

in unique visitors each day over the same period as last

to support the centenary planning and this is

year. Changes to be made over the winter will support

well underway. Surf Lifesaving will celebrate

SLSNZ’s strategy to use the web as an important source of

100 years of lifesaving patrols throughout the

information for Clubs and members.

2010/2011 season.

www.surflifesaving.org.nz

DHL renews
DHL have renewed their
sponsorship of Surf
Lifesaving in New Zealand
for a further three year
term. The relationship

International Swim Challenge
New Zealand will host the first Asia Pacific International pool event in October. The event will be held in Christchurch
and the programme will be similar to that of the pool component of the World Lifesaving Championships. The
international event follows the New Zealand
Surf Life Saving Swim champs which first
began in 2003.

began in 2003. DHL is
now the seventh largest
employer in the world with

Future NZ Champs venues
SLSNZ has named the next three venues for the NZ
Championships – Gisborne 2007, Bay of Plenty 2008
and Taranaki 2009.

over 700,000 employee’s.

Commonwealth Stars
A number of the medals won at the Commonwealth

Age groups continue to grow

Games were won by Surf Lifeguards, Moss Burmester,

Entry numbers at the NZ Championships averaged over the last six years provides a

Zealand in Surf Lifesaving, Kent and Burmester were both

clear picture of growth in age group events. While total entry numbers are relatively
consistent, U16 Woman entries have grown 25% with U16 Men’s showing 10%
increase. In the Under 19 age group woman have increased 8% with men remaining the

Dean Kent and Andrea Hewitt have all represented New
part of the New Zealand Team which came second at the
2004 World Lifesaving Championships in Italy, Hewitt a
member of the 2003 NZ Development team and a winner
of over 40 NZ titles.

same. In the open age groups woman’s entries have dropped 7% and Men 11%.
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

Event Management programme success
SLSNZ’s investment in a new event management programme proved successful
this season. The programme had its first real trial at the NRC’s. Fully integrating all

NZ Team
Coach to be
appointed

aspects of the event, Clubs enter on line and the draws and results are all managed
by the event programme. One of the key benefits is instant access to results and
club points tally’s via the web for all, as each event is completed. Results can be

The World Champs in February

searched based upon a competitors name, Club or event.

marked the end of John Bryant’s
current term as NZ Team
Coach. At the February World
Championships John coached

passion &
commitment
to be the best
you can be

Best Ironwoman
Lucy Pengelly and Lauren Roberts, both
Muriwai members, made history by
becoming the first New Zealand woman to
qualify for the Australian Ironman series.

one of the most successful
teams NZ has ever had.
Applications will be called for
over the winter months for the
appointment of NZ team coach
through to the 2008 World
Championships in Germany.

Australian Titles
Although the conclusion of the New Zealand Championships often means the end of
the competitive Surf Lifesaving season, there were a number of New Zealand athletes
who travelled to Australia in mid April to compete in the Australian Nationals, an event
which is bigger in competitor numbers than the Commonwealth Games.

All about fun.
SLSNZ undertook substantial
research this season to
understand more about

New Zealand was represented by 115 competitors at Queensland’s Kurrawa Beach.

membership retention – why
people join surf lifesaving and
importantly, why they stay.
Friendship and camaraderie
is the single largest influence

Success
at World’s

Increasing service

on attracting and retaining

Rescue Statistics for the year reflect

and events was the second

The New Zealand team had

less people getting into trouble on our

most significant factor. More

it’s most successful world

beaches, but lifeguards continuing

than two thirds of members

champs since winning the

to provide an increasing number

have other family members

crown in 1998. Six titles

of lifeguard patrol hours. Rescues

involved. More than 85%

were won by the team

are down approximately 20%, with

would recommend surf

who were placed second

relatively consistent trends across

behind Australia. Thirty-three countries competed at

the country.

members. Competitions

lifesaving to friends as an
organisation to be a part of.

Rescue 2006. The next World Championships are in
Germany, 2008.
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numbers only tell part of the story
the season in review

“I saw one person with their face down in
the water, so we pulled him in straight away,”
said lifeguard Cameron Sharpe.

Numbers only tell part of the story
Last year was a record number for both the number of patrol hours provided
by lifeguards and the number of rescues undertaken.
This year rescues are down 20% but patrol hours are up slightly on last year.

Three people were treated on the shore and a 16-year-old boy was also taken

As we come to the close of the patrol season, these statistics tell just part of

to hospital. All had been thrown against the rocks.

a story.

Because of the dangerous surf, lifeguards removed their flags and warned

Early in the season three men drowned in separate incidents while

people not to go into the water until further notice. The beach was closed for

fishing from rocks. Two of these were at Muriwai Beach. In mid December a

two hours as North Piha guards helped with the mass rescue.

surfer died at Omanu Beach.

A total of 13 people were rescued at Piha and guards urged swimmers to take

By early January, with a spell of fine weather over Christmas and heavy

care in the water.

surf on the west coast, rescue numbers for the period from Labour weekend

One week later Lifeguards in Gisborne were hailed as heroes after

were up 15% on the corresponding period last year.

On 10 January Piha Beach was closed to swimmers for several hours

saving a family of five swept out to sea on a Saturday evening. Two days later
the St John Ambulance area manager was praising Gisborne lifeguards for

following a mass rescue at a notorious rip. The rescue, which left two

a ‘textbook’ treatment of a two-year-old girl found floating face down in the

teenagers in hospital, happened after seven swimmers and boogie boarders

Okitu Stream lagoon.

were caught by a large wave and dragged into the rip just south of Lion Rock.

The last weekend of January, anniversary weekend for Auckland, Bay of

“Within 30 seconds the group had been dragged from relative safety into a

Plenty and Gisborne, was the busiest of the summer. In these three days 278

perilous situation,” said lifeguard Jamie Piggins.

people were rescued throughout the country. Saturday was the busiest with

As lifeguards rushed into the water they saw some of the swimmers being
slammed into the rocks. One young man was unconscious in the water by the

113 rescues, Sunday 79 and Monday 86.
In Taranaki 30 people were rescued on the Saturday at Fitzroy Beach.

time help arrived.
“I saw one person with their face down in the water, so we pulled him in
straight away,” said lifeguard Cameron Sharpe. He said the 18-year-old was
taken ashore and given oxygen.

What’s a normal weekend? One that has on
average 400 lifeguards providing 2,500 hours of
patrols, saving 100 lives and providing first aid to
another 110.
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Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

topic
topic

Just a week later during Waitangi weekend and with calmer seas across
the country ‘only’ 60 were rescued over the three-day weekend. However,
the weekend did not start well and ended just as badly. On Friday a 59-yearold man drowned at Omaha Beach after being caught in a rip in the middle
of the afternoon. Weekday patrols had finished the week before. On the
Monday a father drowned after being caught in a rip at Baylys beach north of
Auckland. He was the second man to drown at Baylys Beach that week after
a fisherman lost his life on January 29.

The following weekend 103 people were rescued, a ‘normal’

Hours worked: 168,948
Rescues: 1802
First aid treatments: 1761
Searches: 359
Preventative actions: 99,624

weekend on the beaches. Christchurch had its turn while basking in a norwester. Thirty-one were rescued on Christchurch beaches on the Sunday.
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what makes our members tick?
research article

What makes our members tick?

Fact or ‘Friction’?

ii. We wanted to identify factors that influenced their reasons for belonging to
SLS and influencing factors on future decisions they might make.

•

“People join to give up their weekends to patrol.”

•

“Without sport we have would struggle to provide the service.”

The survey was undertaken in two parts. There was an initial analysis

•

“We need a recruitment drive.”

through interviewing groups of members within the different demographics.

Fact is, as an organisation we have never really known, other than through
‘hand on heart’ thinking, why people join or why they leave. With 700 new
Lifeguard Awards each year and a relatively stable membership of around
3,000 active lifeguards it would appear to be less about recruitment and more
about retention of those new members. And, if it is retention, what are the
member expectations?

Background
Surf Life Saving New Zealand is undertaking four pieces of research to assist
in our decision making, how we allocate resources, how we plan for Surf Life
Saving in the future. Importantly, rather than doing things because we’ve
always done them, we’ll now have something more robust to base decisions
upon. Research focusing upon membership retention, and stakeholder and
public perception of Surf Life Saving has been undertaken this summer by
Research New Zealand.
Each of these pieces of research is being undertaken independently of each

The information from this initial research then provided the basis for a more
comprehensive survey.

Initial findings from the group interviews
Important factors for Under-14 year old are:
i.

maximising opportunities for enjoyment and fun;

ii. having enough equipment to play and train on;
iii. maximising the contact and interaction between members of the U14
and ‘Open’ ranks;
iv. increasing the level and degree of training for older children in this
age range;
v. improving the transition from U14 to ‘Open’ ranks with a focus on
individual not group needs;
vi. improving the ‘social’ aspect of belonging and being part of surf;
In summary it would appear to be about FUN, PARTICIPATION and
INCLUSIVENESS.

other and the relationship with an external research company will add strength

Important factors for 14-20 year olds:

to the findings.

i.

Member Retention – The Research
The final report has yet to be provided, so at the time of going to print, we
can only report on the initial findings. First things first though – what brief were
Research New Zealand given? In very broad terms:
i.

We wanted to focus on two ‘segments’ of our membership demographic:
a. 12 – 14 year olds
b. 14 – 20 year olds;
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improving the transition of individuals by focusing on their needs
and wants;

ii. improving the sense of belonging for those who have not come
through Junior Surf;
iii. improving the extent to which views and opinions of younger members
are listened to at Club level;
iv. improving communication in general;
v. reducing the negative impact of Club politics on the attitudes of older
members toward Surf Life Saving.

Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

When one considers the implications of research it is easy to be
reminded of the quote “The outcome of any serious research can only be
to make two questions grow where only one grew before”.

In summary it would appear to be about PARTICIPATION, COMMUNICATION
and INCLUSIVENESS.

Quantitative Research
After the initial focus groups helped to develop the scope of the project, the
quantitative research was undertaken. While the final report is not available
yet, the following are preliminary highlights that we should reflect on:
i.

Surf Life Saving’s primary ‘competition’ for membership and time
was ‘other’ aquatic activity.

ii. For all age groups Surf Life Saving was the ‘main recreational interest’
for over 90% of respondents.
iii. In all age groups over 95% would recommend to a friend to become
involved in Surf Life Saving.
iv. Over 30% are active in Surf Life Saving because their friends are, 30%
because it is ‘fun’ and a further 30% for competition.
v. Between 90% and 95% of those surveyed said they were either very
likely or likely to participate again next year.
vi. The main driver for not participating next year (and they were very small
percentages) were leaving the area and study.
Research New Zealand was very surprised by the strength of the positive
views being provided by those interviewed. Based on the quantitative research
being undertaken, while there are messages to be taken, we should also
reflect on the fact that we have a very healthy organisation whose members

Chief Executive Officer
Surf Life Saving New Zealand

enjoy being part of it and would encourage others to join.
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successful campaign at world champs
world lifesaving championships february 14-19 2006 geelong victoria

2006 World
Lifesaving
Championships
February 14-19 2006
Geelong Victoria

A

successful campaign at

world champs 2006
Surf Life Saving New Zealand sent a team of 12 lifeguards
to the World Lifesaving Championships, held in Victoria
Australia. The World Championships are the pinnacle of
Surf Life Saving competition, incorporating over 7,000
people from 33 countries for the 10 day event.
New Zealand had its most successful world champs since winning the world
title in 1998. This year the team claimed six gold medals and world titles, the
most of any New Zealand Surf Life Saving team.
New Zealand finished seventh after the first two days’ events held in the pool,
the pool events have traditionally been New Zealand’s weakest area, with the
European countries dominating.
Team Captain Morgan Foster lead the team in the beach events to come
away as World Champion in the beach sprint, beach relay and the beach flags
for the third consecutive World Champs.
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“I’m really proud of the team,” said Foster. “There have been a lot of
outstanding races. It has been an awesome team effort to come out with six
world titles; it’s pretty special.”
Foster and beach specialist Holly Moczydlowski set the tone on the beach
early on by both taking wins in the beach sprint and upsetting the Australians
on the way.
“I was very happy with the way I raced,” said Moczydlowski. “Although I had
beaten the favourite (British sprinter Katy Whear) before, I didn’t race her in
either the heats or the semis so I had to go into the final ready for anything.
I’m over the moon with getting the gold.”
The men’s beach relay team also performed outstandingly to retain their world
title. “There was a fair amount of pressure before that race,” said Foster. “We
wanted to make sure we finished with the gold and kept the title.”
There was plenty of action on the water as well with Hawkes Bay’s Nikki
Cox racing remarkably to take the World Surf Ski title, beating former World

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

B

C

D

E

A. The Gold Medal Winning Taplin Relay Team L » R: Nathan Henderson, Steven Ferguson, Morgan Foster
and Glenn Anderson B. Tube Rescue Team: Nathan Henderson, Steven Ferguson, Dominic Toomey C. Ski
Race Gold Medal Winner Nikki Cox D. Dual Beach Sprint Gold Medallists Holly Moczydlowski, Morgan
Foster E. NZ Team wearing clothing sponsored by Rip Curl – Nathan Henderson, Michael Buck, Steven
Ferguson, Dominic Toomey, Glenn Anderson, Morgan Foster

Champion, Australian legend Kristy Munroe in a sprint finish.
“Nikki had an amazing race,” said Team Manager Jim Warwick. “It was just
awesome to watch a Kiwi win.”
“My goal going into the race was to win it, so it feels great to have achieved
that,” said 21-year-old Cox. “I had an ok start but it was my finish which won it

In the surf races, the youngest team member, Taranaki’s Ayla Dunlop-Barrett,
finished strongly to take third while Glenn Anderson went one better in the
Ironman to take second.
Cox was back in action again later in the afternoon, winning a bronze in the
board race while Lucy Pengelly came fourth.

for me. I’m pleased that I was able to hold off Kristy. All the training I have done

The team topped off the Championships by winning the men’s Taplin Relay for

has definitely been worth it.”

the first time in the history of the World Championships. The four leg Taplin

Cox returned to the water a short while later to compete in the Ironwoman,
where she came third. In the Ironman, Glenn Anderson also came third with
Michael Buck coming home fifth.
Both the men’s and women’s board rescue teams performed well, gaining
second and third places, while the women’s tube rescue team had a good race
to come home second behind Australia.

Relay is the ultimate test of the strength of a team by utilising each member, in
each discipline. The team of Morgan Foster, Steve Ferguson, Glenn Anderson
and Nathan Henderson beat the strongly favoured Australian team to come
away with the gold.
In the overall standings New Zealand improved its point score by 54 in
between the last World Championships in Italy in 2004 and the 2006 World
Championships.

results continued over »
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successful campaign at world champs
2006 world lifesaving championships february 14-19 2006 geelong victoria

2006 World
Lifesaving
Championships
NZ Team
Back row: Scott Bartlett (Assistant Coach), Glenn Anderson, Steven
Ferguson, Michael Buck, Dominic Toomey, Nathan Henderson, John
Bryant (Coach), Brent Wilson (Assistant Team Manager)
Front row: Jim Warwick (Team Manager), Lucy Pengelly, Holly
Moczydlowski, Nikki Cox, Morgan Foster, Johanna O’Connor, Julia
Toomey, Ayla Dunlop-Barrett, Kate Bonner (Physiotherapist)

results
Pool Event
Tuesday 14 - Wednesday
15 February 2006

Men’s 100m Manikin Carry with fins
4th Anderson, Glenn (53:67)
12th Buck, Michael (58:14)

Men’s 200m Obstacle Swim
5th Glenn Anderson (2:00:44)
7th Michael Buck (2:03:31)

Women’s 100m Manikin Carry with fins
8th Toomey, Julia (1:04:10)
14th Dunlop-Barrett, Ayla (1:08:18)

Women’s 200m Obstacle Swim
8th Ayla Dunlop-Barrett, (2:19:68)

Beach Event
Friday 17 - Sunday 19
February 2006

Men’s 4x50m Obstacle Relay
2nd Ferguson, Anderson, Toomey, Buck
(1:43:08)
Women’s 4x50m Obstacle Relay
8th O’Connor, Toomey, Dunlop-Barrett,
Pengelly (2:02:17)
Men’s 50m Manikin Carry
15th Steven Ferguson (34:37)
Women’s 50m Manikin Carry
4th Julia Toomey (38:44)
16th Ayla Dunlop-Barrett (43:30)

Men’s Rescue Tube Rescue
5th Steven Ferguson, Nathan Henderson,
Michael Buck, Dominic Toomey
Women’s Rescue Tube Rescue
2nd Jo O’Connor, Holly Moczydlowski, Julia
Toomey, Ayla Dunlop-Barrett
Men’s Ski Race
3rd Steven Ferguson
6th Buck

Men’s 100m Manikin Tow with Fins
9th Michael Buck (1:00:63)

Women’s Ski Race
1st Nikki Cox
10th Lucy Pengelly

Women’s 100m Manikin Tow with Fins
11th Johanna O’Connor (1:09:27)

Men’s Board Rescue
3rd Glenn Anderson, Nathan Henderson

Men’s 4x25m Manikin Relay
3rd Ferguson, Anderson, Toomey, Buck
(1:18:59)

Women’s Board Rescue
2nd Jo O’Connor, Lucy Pengelly

Men’s 4x50m Medley Relay
7th Ferguson, Anderson, Toomey, Buck
(1:43:08)

Men’s Beach Sprint
1st Morgan Foster
Women’s Beach Sprint
1st Holly Moczydlowski

4th Michael Buck
Women’s Surf Race
3rd Ayla Dunlop-Barrett
5th Michael Buck
Men’s Board Race
4th Glenn Anderson
13th Nathan Henderson
Women’s Board Race
3rd Nikki Cox
4th Lucy Pengelly
Men’s Taplin Relay
1st Glenn Anderson, Nathan Henderson,
Steven Ferguson, Morgan Foster
Women’s Taplin Relay
2nd Johanna O’Connor, Nikki Cox, Lucy
Pengelly, Holly Moczydlowski

national
team points
1.

Australia

770

2.

New Zealand

657

3.

South Africa

508

4.

Italy

446

5.

Germany

440

Women’s 4x50m Medley Relay
10th O’Connor, Toomey, Dunlop-Barrett,
Pengelly (1:52:87)

Men’s Beach Relay
1st Michael Buck, Morgan Foster, Glenn
Anderson, Nathan Henderson

SERC (Simulated Emergency
Response Comp)
18th DominicToomey, Nikki Cox, Holly
Moczydlowski, Julia Toomey.

Women’s Beach Relay
5th Holly Moczydlowski, Nikki Cox, Lucy
Pengelly, Ayla Dunlop-Barrett

6.

Spain

437

7.

USA

434

Men’s Line Throw
13th Michael Buck (14:09)

Ironman
3rd Glenn Anderson
5th Michael Buck

8.

France

382

Men’s 200m Super Lifesaver
7th Michael Buck (2:27:19)
8th Glenn Anderson (2:34:57)

Ironwoman
3rd Nikki Cox
5th Lucy Pengelly

9.

Netherlands

364

UK

273

Women 200m Super Lifesaver
8th Johanna O’Connor (2:41:64)

Men’s Beach Flags
1st Foster, Morgan

Men 100m Rescue Medley
6th Steven Ferguson (1:10:82)

Women’s Beach Flags
9th Holly Moczydlowski

Women 100m Rescue Medley
3rd Julia Toomey (1:19:11)

Men’s Surf Race
2nd Glenn Anderson
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

where to with high performance
programme review

‘where to?’ with

high performance
Over the last six months there has been an extensive review of Surf Life

been created following the resignation of Carl Gordon. While Carl had Coach

Saving New Zealand’s ‘High Performance Programme’. The final touches

and Official responsibilities we see the combined role of Coaching and High

to this review have been added following the 2006 World Lifesaving

Performance as more closely aligned to our sport priorities. Mark Weatherall

Championships debrief.

(SLSNZ Sport Manager) will assume responsibility for overseeing

In recent years the High Performance Programme has included teams (both

Official Development.

National and Development) competing internationally and various age-group
and/or discipline squads that have received development opportunities within
New Zealand.
The review has identified that significant components (especially the age

INTERNATIONAL CALENDAR
The following events will have squad members competing:

group squads) of our High Performance Programme were not contributing, at

Priority One

least directly, to international success. The review went further to suggest that

October 2006 International Pool Challenge

while investment remained at comparable levels to the last few seasons the

Lcoation: Christchurch

focus of athlete and team development needed to take place at a more elite

March 2007 International Surf Challenge

level to get a better return in terms of international results.

Location: Perth

The 2006 / 2010 High Performance Strategy has established a clear goal; “To

October 2008 International Pool Challenge

achieve international success in team and individual events”. The ‘how’ is in

Location: To be set

four broad objectives:

July 2008 World Championships

To increase the number of medals won at the World Championships.

Location: Germany

To provide clear pathways within the high performance programme for

Priority Two

all athletes.

August 2006 Australian Pool Championships

To establish an international calendar to compliment our high performance

Location: Gold Coast

expectations.

March 2006 Australian Championships

To implement programmes that ensures the national selectors and coaches

Location: Perth

have a talent pool from which successful teams can be selected.

2007 Australian Pool Championships

The high performance strategy will be supported by the Coach Strategy and

Location: To be set

Event Strategy (which includes Officials).

2006 Australian Championships

What does that all mean at the ‘coal face’?

Location: Perth

•

The focus of the High Performance Programme is... the World

2007 European Lifesaving Championships

Championships

Location: To be set

•

Investment in a National Squad with the purpose of developing a winning
World Championship Team

HIGH PERFORMANCE APPOINTMENTS

•

No age group squads at least in year one, and possibly not before 2008

There will be a wide range of applications circulated for positions within

•

Better separation of roles. Districts develop members in District

the High Performance Programme. In some cases the incumbents will be

development programmes - leading to the NZ Surf League. SLSNZ

encouraged to re-apply but there may be other members looking to join this

develops members for the NZ team to compete internationally.

programme. You should keep an eye on www.surflifesaving.org.nz for

•

Introduction of an International Pool Challenge (in NZ in October 2006) to
improve our competitiveness in these events

these opportunities.
Applications will be sought for:

Looking ahead, the immediate focus is on a more ‘elite’ (and small) group of

New Zealand Selectors (three to be appointed)

our members who will provide the basis of selection for at least the 2008 and,

New Zealand Manager and Coach for the 2007 International Surf Challenge

in some cases, the 2010 World Championships.

and 2008 World Championships. (Subsequent appointments will be made for

The 2006 New Zealand Squad has almost been finalised and will be

Assistant Coach, Manager etc)

announced in June.

Two coaches and a Manager for the team to compete in the 2006

To support this programme there has been advertised a full time position

International Pool Challenge.

with SLSNZ for a Coach and High Performance Manager. This position has
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Auckland Grabs Title for a

Surf League 3-Peat!

Following Canterbury’s success from its hey days in the late 1990’s, Auckland is the second province
to claim a ‘three-peat’ of the ultimate District trophy – the Lion Foundation Surf League.
Not once did Auckland have their lead threatened over the two days. The

The weed proved so much of a challenge that the IRB races on Saturday

Auckland team won 11 of 34 races and were placed in another seven events.

afternoon’s programme were called off until Sunday morning to give the weed

If there were podium finishes for each event, Auckland would have been on

some time to clear. “When the weed gets caught up in the prop guard it’s

the dais for more than half of the events.

all over as far as a race is concerned,” said Weatherall. “The motors were

“We have an extremely strong team in every aspect of this event,” said

running but the boats were going nowhere.”

Auckland team captain Danny Morrison. “Having won the event for the last

The shift of Saturday’s races to early Sunday morning proved to be a good

two years we were the team to beat and everyone was trying to knock us off

thing for Taranaki’s star IRB crew, Jaron Mumby and Chris Scott. Past

our perch; we proved through our results that we could stand up and rightfully

New Zealand Champions Mumby and Scott made a stunning return to

take the title again.

national IRB racing, winning both the single and assembly races in style.

“Our biggest strength was our teamwork and the team atmosphere. This

“Chris and Jaron proved they are still very much a strong force in IRB racing

weekend we weren’t individual athletes, we were one team and that’s what

in New Zealand,” said Weatherall. “It’s going to be exciting watching them in

won us the trophy in both the Under 19 and the Open competition.”

action at the BP Surf Rescue National Championships in April.”

Saturday’s racing was marred by a strong shore break and an influx of seaweed,

With points for both days determining the winner, Saturday was just as

causing problems for some teams especially in the craft and IRB events.

important as Sunday for the teams. But for Surf Life Saving New Zealand

“The competitors were running into the water and getting pounded by the
shore break and then stuck on the seaweed. It definitely created a challenge
for them,” said Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s Sport Manager,

producing a series of TV programmes from Sunday’s event, the conditions
become critical. An estimated 5,000 people descended on Mount Maunganui
to watch the final afternoon of competition.

Mark Weatherall.
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auckland grabs title for a surf league 3-peat
lion foundatoin surf league mount maunganui february 2006

Under 19
Surf League
Previously the domain of ‘pure’ District teams the Under 19 division has always provided a strong development
platform for Districts. Today Districts’ decisions to draft in athletes has developed the Under 19 into a fiercely
contested battle for the title.

Lion Foundation
Lion Foundation continued to show their
support of surf lifesaving by becoming
the principal partner of the NZ Surf
League. For the second year running Lion

Wellington proved the real surprise this year, maintaining a strong position to finish second on Saturday then

Foundation have helped SLSNZ develop

repeating the performance on Sunday to close just 11 points behind Auckland. Bay of Plenty continued their

the event, increasing their commitment

consistent performance in recent years to finish third.

this year.

The first three placings were the same as last year, but with final points much closer between these top three.

“The Surf League is our showcase

Worth noting was Otago’s improvement, finishing seventh this year, up from a lowly 9th place last year but most

sports event,” says SLSNZ Business

significantly improving their points to 142 from just 79 points last year.

Manager John O’Connell. “Producing
the TV show to include cutaways
to the competitors’ home beaches
and interviewing them as lifeguards
enables us to present the synergy
of the lifeguard on patrol and the
lifeguard competing. It also allows
us to build on the growing Surf Life
Saving brand by showcasing New
Zealand lifeguards and gaining even
greater respect and awareness from
the public.

open

results
219

Auckland

201

Taranaki

Flag Champion Morgan Foster was beaten in the beach flags and beach sprint by Taranaki star Paul

191

Bay of Plenty

Cracroft-Wilson, while New Zealand Team member Holly Moczydlowski was denied the Beach Flag title by

167

Canterbury

Gisborne’s Rebecca Wright.

157

Hawkes Bay

There was plenty of action on the water with Gisborne Ironman Matt Sutton leading out each of the three

141

Otago

legs of the Ironman race, only to be caught by the back markers who came through on a wave bringing the

136

Gisborne

121

Wellington

The afternoon’s quick-fire racing saw some major upsets both on and off the water. Current World Beach

top five placings all to the beach together. Despite his lead Sutton lost on the run up the beach to Auckland’s
rising star Chris Moors.
“Next time I race I might be the guy who wins from the back,” said Sutton. “That is why I love this sport so
much; the beauty of it is that it’s unpredictable.”

under 19

results
209

Auckland

198

Wellington

197

Bay of Plenty

support for their favourite team. Auckland supporters seemed to be most vocal, especially when surf ski

189

Gisborne

champion Cameron Pocock pulled down a wave to be equal with the leading bunch. The close race was finally

159

Taranaki

won by an ecstatic local Bay of Plenty team; however, it was not enough to knock Auckland, who retained the

149

Canterbury

142

Otago

136

Hawkes Bay

97

Western Districts

The final event of the day, the Dearlove relay was perhaps the most exciting, incorporating nearly the whole
team and every discipline from 400 metre soft sand running to IRB racing and canoe paddling.
With numerous changes of lead throughout the seven leg race spectators were on their feet screaming their

trophy on 219 points, 18 points ahead of second placing Taranaki, while Bay of Plenty was third on 191.
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a lfietime of service - murray haxton, qsm
sir brian velvin - knight of the order of life saving

A lifetime of service
A member for nearly 60 years, Murray Haxton was awarded a Queen’s
Service Medal (QSM) in the New Year’s Honours.
Originally a member of Maranui Club in Wellington, Murray competed in every national
championship since, in either the New Zealand Championships or Masters champs, until 1995.
when he was aged 64. He has continued to attend as an official and in 2002 was recognised for
attending his 50th NZ Championships
Murray is one of the few who can claim to have represented Surf Life Saving at the Olympics. In
1956, Surf Life Saving was included in the 0lympics as a one-off demonstration sport. In that same
team was the likes of New Zealand Swim Coach, Duncan Laing.
Closer to home he is the only competitor to win the Open Surf Race at the Nationals three years in
a row, as part of the 42 medals he amassed during his competitive years.
Murray was made a Life Member of Surf Life Saving New Zealand in 1982, Maranui in 1985 and
Wellington District in 1989. He received his 50 year Service Award in 1997.

Murray Haxton QSM
is one of the few who
can claim to have
represented Surf Life
Saving at the Olympics.

Sir

Brian Velvin
Not content with the New Zealand team winning
medals at the World Champs, one of our better known
surf officials tried to outdo the team.
Brian Velvin was awarded a Knight of the Order of Life Saving by the
International Life Saving Federation (ILS).
“It’s the first time a New Zealander has been awarded one. That was a bit
special,” said Velvin on his return to New Zealand.
Brian has had a long history of involvement with the ILS, including serving
as deputy chairman of the ILS Sports Commission for six years. He is a
Life Member of Fitzroy Club, Surf Life Saving Taranaki and Surf Life Saving
New Zealand, so it’s fair to say he has given a huge part of his life to
surf lifesaving.
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

a champions breeding ground
ocean athletes mount maunganui 2006

A

B

A Champion’s breeding ground

Ocean Athletes 2006
Westshore once again proved that they have the strongest junior membership in the country by winning
the New Zealand under 14 Ocean Athlete Championships for the third consecutive year.
The flat conditions meant that while there were none of the thrills and spills of

Lydia Diver and Katie Moodie, younger sister of outstanding Ironman Dan

last year’s competition, there was still plenty of spectacular racing from some

Moodie, both had some outstanding results for Westshore in the 12 and 13

extremely talented young athletes.

year age groups respectively while Ryan Cox from Wellington’s Worser Bay

“Although there was no surf during the weekend everyone had a great time”

was dominant in the 12 year age group in the Surf Swim and Diamond races.

said Surf Life Saving New Zealand Sport Manager Mark Weatherall. “The skill

One of the highlights of the weekend was the two kilometre beach relay which

level of the athletes was amazing. These are our surf stars of the future so it

Papamoa won for the fifth year in a row out of 49 teams.

was exciting to watch them race so well.”

The concept behind the Ocean Athletes is winners and champions; everyone

The Ocean Athletes continues to grow in popularity with the event running for

is a winner for competing while the champions are recognised with medals for

three days this year and attracting over 700 competitors aged between 10

first, second and third.

and 13 from 35 Surf Life Saving Clubs around the country.

C

D
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Feedback...
What an awesome event...Thank you for your input into the futures of so many
young New Zealanders. Jill Calder, Waikanae Juniors
Well done to all the many people who were involved this weekend. A great time
was had by Worser Bay who by the way all commented on a wonderfully run
carnival. Regards, John McMillan
Just on behalf of Whakatane thanks to you and your team for a fantastic event.
We are obviously pleased if not a little stunned at our overall result. Everything
(apart from the uncontrollable surf size) was great. Special thanks to the
marshals - long days to be spent in a pen! ...
I think that the troops did themselves proud... again. The beach looked great,
the events flowed smoothly and I did not pick up on any inappropriate stuff.
The marshalling yards are a really important step in keeping kids away from
pushy parents at key times and I reckon that they were an inspired addition
to the way the carnival runs. The 2k beach relay is a logistical nightmare that
has great potential for catastrophe with 56 teams on the track - I reckon its
successful running is a measure of the class of the organisers and the tone
they had established with team managers and kids.
On behalf of the competitors and families from the Whangamata Surf Club
I would like to thank you and all the organisers very much for what was an
amazing weekend. After four years of attending Ocean Athletes, Whangamata
finally picked up a medal, so we are all very excited and rearing to go next year!
Congratulations and thanks to you and your team for another fantastic Ocean
Athletes event. It’s a hard call but I would say it was better than 2005 in terms
of format and execution.
When you look around at Ocean Athletes it makes you think the future of Surf
Lifesaving in NZ is really bright. Regards, Graeme Nelson, Team Manager
East End

A. United North Piha B. Red Beach C. Westshore D.Orewa
E. Papamoa F. United North Piha

“We definitely found our champions this weekend,” said Weatherall., “It was
great to watch so many gutsy performances from our young athletes.”
Weatherall said it was worth noting that past winners at the Ocean Athletes

Well done to you and all of your team. We were all very impressed with the
organisation of the event.
My only point for improvement would be the first turn on the run leg of the
Grand Cameron. Possibly start the race from the other side, running the
runners across the length of both the arenas before turning to touch the
swimmers.
Everything else from our view ran very well. I think you’ve cracked the 2km
event, which also worked very well.
Thanks again for the efforts of you and your team. Regards, Ross Fearon,
Mairangi Bay

were now showing their form in the Open ranks. In 2002, this year’s Open
Ironman champion at the NZ Championships, Daniel Moodie, was third in the
13 years Run Swim Run,and won the Surf Race and the Diamond Race.

The breeding ground for tomorrow’s champions, and
having fun doing it.

Great event. Well done to you and your support crew. You can hold your heads
high. Cheers Sean, Waipu Cove
On behalf of the Omaha Club, Id like to congratulate you on a well-run event.
We had lots of happy faces and we’ll be back. Thanks, Buster Sandford
Team Manager
The feedback from our parents and kids is that it was the best organised
and run Oceans yet. So a thank you to you and your team from us at Hottie.
Cheers, Barb
Firstly, thanks for a great weekend. It all seemed to run smoothly and everyone
worked to gether well. You have a great many members of your team to run
such a superb event that is obviously growing and growing!!
With regards to official results from the weekend can you send them to me
also? It would be very helpful for my record keeping.
Thanks again. We are looking forward to next year (especially the surf!).

F

Janine O’Connor Waihi Beach
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rescues of the month
slsnz & nivea sun - making the beaches a safer place

Rescues of the Month
Almost every day in some part of the country, a surf lifeguard seems to be involved in an action or incident that is
worthy of recognition. Not all of these are at the beach, as many incidents take place in everyday situations where
lifeguards use their training and skills to make a difference.
As proud sponsors of Surf Life Saving New Zealand, NIVEA Sun is delighted to be supporting the SLSNZ ‘Rescue
of the Month’ initiative, helping to ensure that the outstanding work of Surf Lifeguards all over the country gets the
recognition it deserves. Together with SLSNZ, NIVEA hope to make the beach a safer place - NIVEA through safe skin
protection and SLSNZ through their proactive approach to preventing drowning and injury on New Zealand’s beaches.
All Rescue of the Month winners become finalists for the BP Surf Rescue of the Year Award presented at the BP Surf
Rescue Awards in Wellington in September.

November
Lifeguards involved: Michael Lord, Megan Brooker, Carly
Tyler and Haydn Lockie
Four Canterbury Surf Lifeguards were awarded the November NIVEA Sun
Rescue of the Month by Surf Life Saving New Zealand.

December
Lifeguards involved: James Lea, Heidi Vinsen, Donal
Dray-Hogg, Damien Moran and Stephen Busky
Bethells Beach on Auckland’s notorious west coast was the scene for a
dramatic rescue in December which earned the lifeguards on duty the NIVEA

The rescue by Michael Lord, Megan Brooker, Carly Tyler and Haydn Lockie

Sun Rescue of the Month for their superb effort at rescuing a mother and her

took place on June 18 at the Avon River in Burwood Christchurch.

young son.

The lifeguards were on their way home after being recognised at Canterbury’s

The rescue by James Lea, Heidi Vinsen, Donal Dray-Hogg, Damien Moran

Surf Life Saving Awards for their efforts on the beach over the summer.

and Stephen Busky took place on December 27 at Waitakere Bay at the

“We were driving home from town after being at the Awards. It was about

northern end of Bethells Beach.

two in the morning,” said Lord. “We were driving down by the river where we

During flag duty Donal Dray-Hogg was advised that two people, a mother

noticed a crowd of about 15 young people along the riverbank. As we got

and her son, were struggling desperately in the water near the rocks at the

closer we slowed down to see what all the hype was about, and we all felt our

northern end of Waitakere Bay. They had been walking on the rocks between

hearts sink as we were confronted with an upside down car in the river.”

Bethells and Muriwai when a wave knocked them into the water.

When the lifeguards reached the scene they helped where they could,

“Once they were hit by the wave, a rip then swept them out to sea. Because

administrating CPR to the unconscious occupants of the car and assisting

they were wearing clothes they struggled to keep their heads above water,”

other rescuers who had mild hypothermia from trying to get the patients out

said lifeguard James Lea.

of the river.

Moran and Busky launched the Inflatable Rescue Boat (IRB) and made the

“It was the first time I had done CPR,” said Brooker. “It was pretty full on but

difficult journey around Ihuamoana Point, battling horrendous surf and swirling

we have been trained to do it, so we did what we could do best.”

water. Upon reaching the patients Moran dived into the water with a tube.

Ambulance officers arrived not long after the four began CPR. They attended

“The large surf was making it too difficult to get the boat any closer,” said Lea.

to the patient Tyler was working on and tried to revive him, but sadly he

With two exhausted people to support and a rip pushing them around

showed no signs of life and died at the scene.

towards caves, Moran had a difficult swim to tow both patients towards the

After around 15 minutes of CPR and assistance from the ambulance officers

boat. During a brief lull in the surf Busky was able to race in and make an

the other patient started to show signs of life. “He wasn’t in good shape,” said

exceptional pick-up on the two terrified patients.

Lord. “We couldn’t see any life in him....but then he started gurgling.” Mike

Upon reaching the shore the lifeguards administered oxygen to the pair and

then assisted the ambulance officers to get the patient onto a stretcher and

treated them for shock before they were taken by the ambulance to hospital.

into the ambulance.
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January
Lifeguards involved Duncan Clarke (PC), Daniel Lacy,
Brendan Evans, Luke McBride, Andrew Webber, David
Butt, Russell Scoones, Jamie Piggins, Anthony (Tony)
Clarke, Cameron Sharpe, Brent Airey, Jesse Pidgeon,
William Thompson.
Auckland’s deadly west coast was in the spotlight again in the peak holiday
season, when a mass rescue which closed the beach gained national attention

On discovery of one of the swimmers being face down in the water, an IRB
quickly picked him up and returned him to the beach, where he was given CPR
as he was not breathing. After a short while the patient was thankfully revived and
taken by Westpac Rescue Helicopter to hospital, where he made a full recovery.
All of the swimmers were retrieved from the surf and safely brought back to the
beach. The fact that the lifeguards managed to keep over 1,000 beach goers
safe and out of the water while the rescue was happening was a testament to
their management skills and forward thinking.
This rescue featured on the first two shows of Piha Rescue.

on Piha Rescue and earned the 13 lifeguards involved the January Rescue of
the Month.
The lifeguards were managing a large crowd of 120 swimmers between the
flags at the south end of Piha Beach on what was a very hot and sunny day.

February

were kept busy keeping people between the flags with IRBs and rescue tubes.

Lifeguards involved: Danny Morrison, Daniel Peacocke,
Sam Jolly, Haydn Fraser

At midday lifeguards spotted a surfer in difficulty and went to his aid. As they

Exceptional first aid skills from Whangamata Surf Lifeguards were the main

were attending to him the largest set of the day swept through the flagged area

contributing factor in a saved life on February 12 after a serious body surfing

and pulled seven swimmers out of the flags and into a rip around Lion Rock.

accident.

Sets of 4 metre powerful waves were crashing on the beach and the lifeguards

All seven swimmers were pulled around the front of Lion Rock, becoming
exposed to the massive ocean swells coming into the beach.
Seeing this happen, the lifeguards launched three IRBs to the scene and made
contact with SurfCom to dispatch the Westpac Rescue Helicopter.

While on patrol lifeguard Danny Morrison found a semi-conscious patient lying
face down in the water.
Without knowing his injuries Morrison, a national lifeguard instructor, brought
him to shore and began an assessment. Suspecting a spinal injury lifeguards

While the IRBs went out to Lion Rock, Patrol Captain Duncan Clarke closed

Daniel Peacocke and Sam Jolly immobilised the man and the decision was

the flagged area, ensuring all people stayed out of the water and stayed safe.

made to transport him to hospital via helicopter.

When the IRBs reached Lion Rock they were confronted with large, crashing

While drifting in and out of consciousness the patient complained of chest

surf and seven swimmers in various locations and states of distress, many of

pains. Fearing a heart attack may be brought on by the suspected injuries

them being thrown against the rocks.

lifeguards ensured the defibrillator was close by and ready to be used while

The IRBs picked up as many swimmers as possible but with some of them

awaiting medical support.

being so close to the rocks, the IRB crewmen were dispatched with tubes to

The rescue helicopter transferred the patient to Waikato hospital, where it was

secure them and pull them out.

confirmed that he had suffered extensive damage to his spine and had suffered
a mild heart attack.
Without doubt the man may well have suffered loss of life if the lifeguards had
not recognised a possible spinal injury..
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March
Lifeguards involved: Kent Jarman, Ed Power, John Lee, Graeme Barnett, Owen Millar, Ewen Scholes, Greg Rieger,
Amanda Hale and Elizabeth Cronin
A superb team effort from a number of emergency services ensured a successful rescue by Mount Maunganui lifeguards winning them the March Rescue of the Month.
On March 18 while on duty Mount Maunganui Lifeguard Graham Barnett was alerted by the fire service that someone had fallen on the rocks on Moturiki Island not
far from Mount Maunganui’s main beach. Arriving at the scene the lifeguards were expecting to treat minor cuts and abrasions, but were faced with much worse. A
15 year old girl had fallen four metres down the rock face and was wedged between two rocks less than a metre above sea level.
Seeing the seriousness of the situation the lifeguards radioed for additional support to help her evacuation. Waiting emergency services to arrive the lifeguards
focused on maintaining support for the girl who had suffered serious head injuries. With the support of the fire service, the girl was lifted from her positioned and
lowered into the Surf Life Saving Clubs Inflatable rescue boat to be taken to the waiting ambulance.
“If there is anything positive to be taken from this incident it was the fantastic team effort by fire service, paramedics and the surf lifeguards to get the young girl out
and into the ambulance in 45 minutes,” said Kent Jarman, President of the Mount Maunganui Surf Life Saving Club. Previous rescues of a similar nature on Moturiki
Island had taken over three hours to successfully complete.

April
Lifeguards involved: Daniel Peacocke, Haydn Fraser, James Butler, Sam Jolly, Matt Macleod
Vigilant lifeguarding and exceptional skills ensured a positive outcome in a rescue at Whangamata to conclude a busy summer on New Zealand beaches. The
rescue occurred during the last weekend of patrol at Whangamata Beach, with moderate surf conditions and only a handful of people on the beach it looked like it
was going to be a quiet afternoon for the surf patrol.
As the afternoon came to a close two lifeguards - Daniel Peacocke and James Butler were checking the beach, as they were passing the rocks at the Southern end
of the beach they noticed a fully clothed person face down in the water.
Daniel rushed down to the water to reach the patient who was now in chest deep water while James radioed back to the patrol to call the ambulance before he
helped Daniel drag the unconscious patient up the beach. While the patient was thankfully still alive he was not in a good condition constantly drifting in and out of
consciousness and breathing irregularly.
The lifeguards monitored the patients heart rate and breathing while administrating oxygen and assessing for any further injuries, he was then moved by the
lifeguards to a waiting ambulance. “Without the vigilance and quick actions of the lifeguards at Whangamata there most certainly would have been a drowning at
the beach that day,” said Surf Life Saving Chief Executive Geoff Barry. “All the lifeguards involved showed the utmost in professionalism and skill which resulted in
a very positive outcome.”

When the IRBs reached
Lion Rock they were
confronted with large
crashing surf and seven
swimmers in various
locations and states of
distress, many of them
were being thrown
against the rocks.
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lifesaving developments
a strategic framework

Lifesaving

Developments
The organisation has a strategic framework to guide its Lifesaving activity through to 2010. This umbrella document will not
only ensure we stay relevant in the years ahead, but also provide us with a means to reduce drowning in our turf. At the
end of another successful summer on the beaches, it’s hard to believe the wheels are already in motion for next season.
So, what are our priorities?
1. Strategic Rollout

4. Competency Mapping – SLSNZ Awards Framework

Surf Life Saving needs to... Provide strategic direction and

Surf Life Saving needs to... Extend Lifesaving Services as Required.

Effective Coordination.

Why? To provide quality Surf Life Saving Services.

With strategic alignment upstream now assured, effort will go into ensuring

Without an active and viable membership, our organisation would cease to

our framework is the basis for all planning downstream. In order to get that

exist. Viability, in this case means suitably skilled- we can not provide quality

drowning rate down it is vital we are all singing from the same song sheet.

services without quality member education programmes. In 2006 our current

SLSNZ intend to invest in the development of District Lifesaving Plans to

awards framework will be put under scrutiny, with all Lifeguard competencies

ensure this happens.

mapped. This will lead to pathways, programmes and eventually resources

2. Public Education

rolled out to best suit the role our Lifeguards will play on the beach.

5. Support Services

Surf Life Saving needs to... Educate and Inform.
Why? Increase knowledge through quality public education and awareness.

Surf Life Saving needs to... Extend Lifesaving Services as Required.

In 2006 / 2007, Surf Life Saving New Zealand will review its Public Education

Why? To provide quality Surf Life Saving Services.

Strategy. This means we will take a close look at how the public are educated

To truly say we are the experts in our turf, the mindset of only patrolling in front

and made aware of the hazards found at New Zealand beaches. This review

of the clubhouse will need to change. In 2006 we will start to investigate viable

will place some internal and external scrutiny on all current programmes and

options to extend services without placing additional strain on our volunteers.

initiatives.

This may mean forming partnerships and training existing call-out / first

3. Standard Aquatic Signage

response groups – all for the greater good.

Surf Life Saving needs to... Provide Warnings and Deny Access.

SLSNZ will also increase its investment in critical incident support in 2006.

Why? To promote safe environments at New Zealand beaches.

District representatives will be professionally trained as an additional layer in

The right signs in the right places will save lives and as Lifeguards, we can’t be

the debriefing process. This will give the organisation greater consistency in

everywhere all of the time. It is important that we know and understand where

this area prior to any psychological counselling.

the risks are in our environment and provide warnings and restrict access

6. High Performance – National Patrol Championship

where appropriate. Investment to date has focussed on assuring intellectual
property rights and centralising the aquatic audit tool. From here we will
establish a prospectus and prioritise high risk areas.

Watch this space! Surf Life Saving New Zealand is currently investigating the
possibility of running this event at the tail end of the 2006 / 2007 season. The
event has the potential to increase lifeguard competencies in a competitive
environment closely aligned to the job Lifeguards are doing on the beach.

International safety signs for communication with the public at the beach

red
YELLOW

Patrol Flag & Swim Between Flags Sign
International Patrol Flag.
Used together this Flag and Sign indicate Surf
Lifeguard Patrolled Areas. SWIM BETWEEN
FLAGS sign can also be used separately at beach
access ways and other areas to indicate where
the flagged area is.

Surf Rescue Equipment
This is used to indicate to the
public that emergency rescue
equipment is available for their
use such as can buoy stations,
rescue equipment outposts,
Community Rescue Services.

Danger Rips
Placed on the beach to
indicate to beachgoers that
there is a RIP present and
therefore too dangerous for
swimming.

Danger Sign
International “No Swimming Logo”.
Used to indicate localised danger areas
such as rips, holes or when the beach is
closed because the surf is too
dangerous to set out PATROL FLAGS
then these signs are placed on the
beach instead.
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Shark Sign
International “Shark” Logo.
Used when there is a shark
sighting. Remove PATROL
FLAGS and place SHARK
sign on the beach.
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Red Beach Rise Again

Oakura Nationals 06

A

Over 1,000 competitors enjoyed three days of racing in near perfect
conditions at New Plymouth’s Oakura Beach for the 2006 New Zealand
Championships on 17-19 of March.

A. James Clarke, Red Beach, turns the cans B. South Brighton’s Malcom McDonald dusts off with Paul
Cracroft-Wilson C. Mount Maunganui’s Katrina Madill D.Paul Cracfoft-Wilson and Morgan Foster contest
for the Open Men’s Flags Title E. Red Beach’s Jodie Johnson
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The battle of Paul Cracroft-Wilson and Morgan Foster (in
the beach flags) had been building up over a number of
events leading into the Nationals.

D

B

C

E

The first day of competition saw some close racing, with the Mount Maunganui Club finishing the day at the top of the points table,
while young Hawkes Bay rising star Daniel Moodie gave a taste of things to come by winning the under 19 run-swim-run and the
under 19 board race.
The open men’s beach flags provided a nail-biting conclusion to racing on the second day when World Champion Morgan Foster
and local beach flag star Paul Cracroft-Wilson had an extremely close battle in what was the most anticipated race of the day.

story continued over page »
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Red Beach Rise Again

Oakura Nationals 06
continued from previous page...
“The beach flags were always going to be one of the most competitive races

Daniel Moodie and Jamie-Lee Reynolds from Auckland’s Muriwai Club made

of the event. The battle of Paul and Morgan had been building up over a

history by each winning the under 19 and open Ironman titles. The two events

number of events leading into the Nationals,” said Surf Life Saving NZ Sport

were contested back to back, making the feat even more remarkable.

Manager Mark Weatherall.

“The two races were only 20 minutes apart so for the two of them to come

While Foster was crowned World Champion at the World National Teams

out of their age group events and then win against New Zealand’s best

Lifesaving Championships he was out-sprinted by Cracroft-Wilson in the Lion

open competitors is an awesome achievement,” said former World Ironman

Foundation Surf League and the World Inter-Club Lifesaving Championships.

Champion Cory Hutchings. “They both have a great future ahead of them.”

“They are both extremely talented athletes. To have that level of beach flag

The much anticipated men’s surf ski race was a close challenge in the light

competition in New Zealand Surf Lifesaving is really exciting for the sport,”

surf conditions. Mairangi Bay’s Travis Mitchell won the title adding this to his

said Weatherall.

double ski and ski relay titles he won earlier in the day.

Away from the sand there was also plenty of action on the water. Auckland’s

New Zealand Team member Nikki Cox from Westshore Club achieved a

Mairangi Bay Club showed their dominance in the ski discipline by taking out

similar feat by taking the titles in both the ski race and the double ski with

the gold and silver in the open men’s ski relay in the first race of the day while

teammate Jess Berridge-Hart.

the Red Beach Club, also from Auckland, finished the day with a total of ten

The Alan Gardner Trophy for the top overall club was won by Auckland Club

medals across a range of events to finish with top overall points.

Red Beach after their team members achieved consistent placings over the

The final day of competition saw some fantastic racing from two emerging

three days of competition. Gisborne’s Midway club, who were last year’s

stars of surf lifesaving.

winners, finished in second place, with Mount Maunganui in third place.

A
A. Cory Hutchings warming down cuts a lone silhouette B. Mt Maunganui’s Arna Wright, Johanna O’Connor & Danelle Snowden
C. Midway’s Midways Alan Thorpe D. A ding-dong battle, Open Men’s Double Ski Cory Hutchings & Andy Kinsella VS Mitchell &
Pocock E. Red Beach’s (left to right) Kyle Golder, James Clarke, Chester Edwards.

B

C
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Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

2006/7 surf sports event calendar
leadership programme

2006/2007

Surf Sports
Event Calendar
2006 SLSNZ Swim Championships
29th-30th September & 1st October 2006
Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre
Wellington
2006 International Pool Challenge

Leadership
Programme
Surf Life Saving’s greatest resource is its people. While
there is a raft of programmes to develop lifesaving, first aid
and sports skills, developing tomorrows leaders is just as
important.

5th-7th October, 2006

The national Leadership Programme is an opportunity for SLSNZ to identify

QE 2 Swimming Pool

and further develop its future leaders to provide both individuals and Surf Life

Christchurch

Saving with sustained depth and capability.

2006 North Island BP Surf Rescue

The two year programme is structured to develop a range of personal

Championships

leadership skills such as communication, decision making and managing

9th-10th December 2006

people. A range of external providers who are experts in their field provide

Waihi Beach

situations for the group to apply their skills to ensure that they are challenged

Bay of Plenty

and importantly develop their own opinions.

2006 NRC’s

The national group is an opportunity to extend them in an environment

27th-28th January 2006

which encourages expression and brings together aspiring individuals from

Mount Maunganui
Tauranga
2007 Lion Foundation Surf League
10th & 11th February 2007
Main Beach, Mount Maunganui
Tauranga
2007 NZ Under 14 Ocean Athlete
Championships
2nd-4th March 2007
Main Beach, Mount Maunganui
Tauranga
2007 South Island BP Surf Rescue

throughout the organisation.
SLSNZ also ensures they develop a thorough understanding of the
organisation, its structure; through our framework and the legal environment,
and the organisation’s goals and the strategies it employs to achieve these.
Ensuring the group are literate with the organisation and challenges ahead
helps the group increase their own skills as they debate strategy and issues,
which can only be of value in future years.
This year sees the selection of another national leadership group for a two
year term. The first phase of the application process is now complete with the
second stage due to take place as a selection weekend in Wellington on June
24/25th.

Championships

Applicants were a mix of those promoted by their Districts and those targeted

10th March 2007

by SLSNZ because of the leadership potential they have demonstrated within

Warrington Beach

their Club or District.

Dunedin

The following members who applied for selection to the group and who have

2007 New Zealand Community Trust

made it through to the final selection phase are:

Surf Life Saving Championships
16th-18th March 2007
Midway Beach
Gisborne
2007 International Surf Challenge
26th-28th March 2007
Scarborough Beach, Perth
Perth, Australia
2007 New Zealand BP Surf Rescue

Allenie Smith

Jess Berridge-Hart

Kew Kendrick

Mike Tames

Andy Kent

Matt Cowley

Dylan Lawrence|

Ashley Matuschka

Arie Moore

Narelle Byrne

Emma Darwen

Ben Flynn

Julia Toomey

Andrew Lancaster

Brad Lawson

Jamie East

Jamie Lee Reynold

Jared Fritchley

Jennie Tudehope

Jessica Limbrick

Brooke Goldsworthy

Nicole Evans

Rebecca Witten-Hannah

Michael Coutts

Zoe Moffat

Championships
31st March & 1st April 2007

The final group will be named from these candidates after the initial

Ohope Beach

June weekend.

Whakatane
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fitzroy comes from behind
national irb champs paekakariki

Fitzroy comes from behind

IRB Champs, Paekakariki

The BP Surf Rescue New Zealand Championships were held on the first weekend of April, marking the end of the
national event programme for this season.
Eighty-six crews from 26 surf lifesaving clubs competed during the weekend,

boat, subsequently proving that they are still the best IRB crew in the country.

each race testing the crews’ knowledge and skill in simulated rescue

Scott and Mumby were the Tri-Nations Champions in 2003 and were New

scenarios.

Zealand Champions for a number of years, dominating the sport before their

“The IRB (Inflatable Rescue Boat) is used for over 60% of rescues on New

retirement in 2004.

Zealand beaches,” said Surf Life Saving NZ Chief Executive Geoff Barry. “The

At the Lion Foundation Surf League in February they announced their return to

National IRB Championships gives crews a great opportunity to hone their

the sport by convincingly winning all their races.

skills so that when it comes down to the real thing on the beach they are able
to use those skills to save people’s lives.”
Taranaki Club Fitzroy came from behind on the first day of racing to have an
ecstatic win on the final day.

“Since returning to racing after our retirement in 2004, Chris and I have a
renewed enthusiasm for training and competition,” said Mumby. “We have set
new goals which will push us further than we have gone before.”
Ashley Matuschka and Andrew Lancaster from Auckland’s Muriwai Club

The Taranaki Club won the competition on 55 points, five points clear of

showed they are the strongest contenders to challenge the Taranaki pair in the

Wainui Club from Gisborne.

future. Relatively new to the sport they showed a level of team work and skill

“We are over the moon with getting the top overall points,” said team member

that Mumby and Scott showed in their early days of competition.

Jaron Mumby. “There’s such a great team spirit and for a small team to knock

Fitzroy’s women’s crew of Emma Crofskey and Katie Watts were also

off the big guns is incredible.”

outstanding, taking out the joint top women’s points with St Clair crew Maree

Mumby and teammate Chris Scott were also named the top premier crew

Kelly and Zoe Moffatt from Dunedin.

of the competition after producing some excellent results especially in the

The St Kilda Club, also from Dunedin, proved just how strong IRB racing is in

assembly race.

the south by coming third overall. Last year they were seventh.

After nearly two years’ absence as a team from the IRB champs, the pair
showed that skill is the most important factor in crewing an inflatable rescue
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

international swim challenge
wellington september 2006

Wellington
September 2006

International
Swim Challenge
On the last weekend of September, Surf Life Saving New Zealand is
holding the New Zealand Swim Champs. This will be the fourth year
in which the champs have been held in Wellington at the Kilbirnie
Aquatic Centre.
Last year nearly 500 competitors participated in the
championships, making it one of the biggest swimming
competitions in New Zealand.
As well as being a chance for athletes to sharpen up before the
season begins in earnest, the Swim Champs are an opportunity for
selectors to look at potential candidates for national teams. With
the pool component of the World Championships accounting
for half of the overall points it is an area in which New Zealand
can make huge improvements. Traditionally the domain of the
Europeans, Surf Life Saving Australia made large investments into
the pool side of competition after losing the World Champs in 1998
and are paying the dividends.
While the New Zealand team came second to Australia at the
World Champs in Victoria, they were seventh after the two-day
pool competition.
“If we want to mount a serious campaign against Australia at the
next World Championships in 2008 we need to improve on our
performance in the pool,” said Geoff Barry. “The SLSNZ Swim
Champs are the first step in doing this by creating an opportunity
for our athletes to become familiar with the pool techniques and to
improve their times which means that we will be better off when it
comes to selecting our team.”
In addition to the Swim Champs this year, Surf Life Saving
New Zealand is hosting the inaugural Asia Pacific International
Pool event in October. The event will be held in Christchurch and
the programme will be similar to that of the pool component of the
World Lifesaving Championships.
Although Europe already hold their own Championships which
attract a lot of International competitors, the Asia Pacific
International Pool event will be the first time there has been a formal
invitational competition between Australia and New Zealand.
“The competition will be run as a three test series with each test
having a different format, to mix things up a bit,” said Barry.
“We believe that it will be extremely beneficial for SLSNZ to run our
own International Swim Champs. While our coaches will benefit
from going to the European Championships, our athletes can still
make huge gains by competing against Australia.”
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huey, god of surf
interviews brooke goldsworthy

Huey, god of surf
Six foot and glassy. Yeah Right. I was the six foot and
glassy was the look in my eye as I watched a small
gathering in front of the pinnacle of Officialdom, the
portacom at the Nationals. The hive of activity – the
central communication point that steers that great ship we
call the Nationals.
There she stood, radio attached to her belt, headphones
on, staple gun in the left hand – cocked. Right hand on
her hip.
“Really?” I heard her say in earnest. The others smiled, “No
Brooke.”
[I sidled up to her like a team manager looking to slip in a... late
entry]
“What were they saying?”
“They reckon that when daylight saving ends the black and white cows turn
white so they can be seen in the morning by the farmers?”.

“Makes sense.”
“That’s right.”

“Same with why milk is white.”
“Really?”

My target is Brooke, clubbie since she could crawl, now
working for surf as sport administrator. Fresh faced,
honest, trusting... not yet 21. Too trusting to go to The Mill
tonight I thought.
“You’re Brooke. You got a minute to help me?”
“No, I’m waiting for someone really important...”

“Yes.”
“Oh my god it’s you!”

[I suggest we go for a walk and have a chat]
“Right,” she says and starts down the road, strong, determined stride. I wait.
Asking a young girl about her inner self while she holds a staple gun isn’t my

Nam

...meets Brooke Gol

involved so he introduced me to the scene.”

[Brave Dad ...oh... ] “You still have arranged marriages in
Taranaki?”
“What – well you wouldn’t just turn up would you.”

“Eh........ right.”
[I picture this young girl watching TV... an interactive process for
her I’m sure]
“You’ve been a member for... nearly as long as me and I’m
twice your age. You’ve grown up in surf - what’s kept you
involved? [I keep my questions concise leaving little room for
the wrong interpretation]
“I’m not really sure I can pinpoint any one thing. Dad used to take my sister
and me along when mum had been doing night shift so I guess I didn’t really
have a choice to some degree, although the older kids at the time used
to entertain us - sliding down the grass banks, hanging in the playground.
Nothing out of the ordinary I don’t think.”

“Tried sliding down tables?”
“But they’re flat.”

[Naïve (adj.) easy to fool, easy to fleece, innocent, trusting,
credulous, susceptible]
“So what’ve you done in surf?”
“A bit of everything really - patrol, competition - made a one-off appearance
at the Surf League in the U19 Taranaki team back in 2002. Been involved at
committee level at Fitzroy, and leadership programmes in Taranaki.”

“What’s the best thing you’ve gotten from surf - other than
being allowed to wear headphones at the Nationals?”
“Ha-ha the headphones are a bit big for my ears actually. [You might have

Weatherall’s set ] I would probably consider making the Taranaki team for
the Surf League one of my main achievements as well as having a reasonable
role in organisation at the Inter-Districts event in Taranaki last season, but
really just being involved in the organisation around Taranaki and I’d like to
think making some kind of positive impact around my club and the district?

“So, if that was good why ruin it by leaving your home town

style. She seems unaware I haven’t moved. She stops. I call out, “Let’s go this

and doing surf for a job - what made you want to work in surf

way, but put the gun down eh.”

lifesaving?”

“So Brooke, you know all about me, tell me a little about

“Basically just because I had enjoyed my experiences and involvement up ‘till

yourself.” [It’s hard to walk casually with this girl, she seems

that point that I wanted to stay involved. It was the only thing I was really

to have a determination about everything. I quicken my pace

interested in, and passionate about at that point. [Guess that puts your

to keep up, wondering how many times we will walk back and

ex boyfriend into touch...perhaps she knows he’ll read this?]

forth along this short road today] “When did you first get
into surf?”
“Around the age of five down at Fitz (Fitzroy SLSC) in the Naki. My Dad was
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“So how’d you get the job?”
“A mixture of timing, luck and relentless emailing really, as well as the fact I was
already planning on migrating south from Taranaki to Wellington.”

Surf Sports – a prime training ground for saving lives in the surf.

me Brooke Goldsworthy Club Fitzroy Address Just moved to Wellington from New Plymouth
Age 20 Employment Sport Administrator Nicknames Pre interview Brookie... post Ernie

ldsworthy, long time member of Fitzroy SLSC
“So now you got the job, what do you do at the office?”
“It’s funny you should ask that. I get that a lot.”

unaware of the work going on. Setting up, moving things around, pulling
down - they really are great people. Having a job that entails working at the
beach over the summer months is very cool. Having the opportunity to work

“From the other staff?”

with the great Mark Weatherall is also a privilege - being there through the ups

“No....why?....Hopefully not because people don’t think I work hard enough! I

and downs of events has been a great learning curve.”

help Mark to set up the events, help team managers with their entries, help
with correspondence with team managers and athletes, and numerous
miscellaneous tasks mixed in for good measure as well. I haven’t done a full
year and everything is new so I haven’t really figured things out yet.”

“What about events, what do you do there?
“I’m there to set up the admin side of things, assist the Surf Officials with the
data entry on computers, and miscellaneous tasks that pop up. And then
again packing up and helping anyone that needs help really.”

“What event did you like best this year?”
“They were all so different. Probably Ocean Athletes, just watching all the kids
giving it heaps and having so much fun. I guess it brought back memories of
my childhood at the beach.”

[I look at her youthful innocence...you’re still a child]
“What’s the change like from being a competitor to a Surf
Official, was it different behind the scenes to what you
thought? Learn much?”
“WOW. A Surf Official?? That’s a big call. Don’t know I would go as far as
calling myself a Surf Official! Mine is a very prestigious position. [Well...

that’s them done too. They could have a beer with your ex
boyfriend.] I have been called many things though, ranging from ‘Mark’s

“What about keeping the beer tickets at the Nationals for just
you and your Naki mates - that was the talk anyway - brave
chick to try to keep the officials sober all weekend. Do you
reckon it has improved the standard of officiating this year?”
“Hmmm, well I do [she again turns and looks me in the eye, that

look...hand on her heart ...her hand] feel very bad about that one. It
was in no way my intention to deprive them of liquor; it was just one of those
things I guess. I still have them ALL in a little envelope.”

“Perhaps you could send them to them. They’d appreciate it.”
“Really?”

“What about living in Wellington - better than the land of
paddocks, the wind wand, the night life?”
“Yeah I’m enjoying Wellington - shame about the beaches!! Or lack of decent
ones. I suppose it just makes me look forward to going home and having a
few quiets down at Fitzroy.”

[well love, that’s the ex boyfriend, officials and now Lyall Bay
you’ve upset...You won’t be getting an invite to Lyall Bay for a
‘quiet’ after that comment]

secretary’, ‘Mark’s PA’ ha ha. Learn much? STILL learning much! You know

“Break any hearts when you left the Naki?”

what they say: you learn something every day, well + 3 and x 5 and that’s how

“Nope.”

much I learn in an average day. I love it though, although I do feel like a bit of
a sponge sometimes - listening and taking things in and mulling things over.

“Right, guess knowing why milk is white is one of those things
you’ve learnt today.”
“That’s right!” [She stops, turns, the youthful look’s there again] “But
why is there brown sugar and white sugar?” she asks earnestly.

“The brown sugar comes from the bottom of the empty coffee
cups. Cafés get it from the cups when they wash them and
sell it to sugar companies to reset in crystals.”
“Really? So brown sugar is recycled sugar. I never knew that.”

“So what’s the best part of the job? Do you make Mr Barry
tea each morning? You enjoy the job?” [I’m waiting for the
question about white sugar...]

“Mark’s calling me” [Wondered why she had her head cocked to

one side – forgot about the head piece] “Gotta go.” [She reaches
forward, brief peck on the cheek, she blushes, slips me a
handful of beer tickets, and a pass to tonight’s party at The Mill]
“Don’t use all of those before I see you tonight.”

She was gone, determined stride, out to solve another
problem. Most of her life as a Club member, she knows
little else, but it hasn’t done her any harm.
Brooke means “person who lives by a stream”. I think she
should be called Earnest, an endearing name that she
lives up to, both from her approach to life, her desire to
please.... and the way she absorbs answers to her many
questions.

“The best part of the job would be working with all the people around events
- the muppets, the staff, the event guards and other regular helpers that
are always there in the background, mainly going unnoticed by the people
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real-world experience
northern region and bay of planty patrol champs 2006

Real-world experience

Patrol Champs 06
Northern Region
While most people were tucked up warm, dry and safe in bed, committed Northern Regions lifeguards faced nature’s full rage amidst ferocious thunderstorms in
late March to contest the Tradestaff District Patrol Champs. Clubs from as far south as Kariaotahi and as far north as Mangawhai Heads were back on the beach
battling it out for the coveted title. The Tradestaff District Patrol Champs were held at Muriwai Beach and this season saw entries from nine Northern Region Clubs,
plus the top team (Taylors Mistake) from Canterbury.
Orewa took the overall title with Mangawhai Heads only 0.98 points behind, the closest battle yet in the Patrol Champ’s history.
“The more training we do the better we are equipped to deal with real-life situations. It all needs to become second nature as it’s an integral part of all our training
that we act as one team,” said Dean Storey, Lifesaving Services Development Officer for Northern Region.
The Tradestaff District Patrol Championships promote excellence in lifeguarding via competition among patrol teams in all areas of lifeguarding activity.
Since Labour Weekend Surf Life Saving Northern Region’s lifeguards have provided 70,958 lifeguard patrol hours, saved 779 lives, undertaken 106,261 safety
interventions, treated 729 people for injury, and conducted 126 searches.

A

A. Mangawhai Heads prepares a patient to be carried by stretcher during the rescue scenario at
Muriwai B. Overall winners Orewa C. Whangamata use the IRB to carry a patient in the rescue
scenario D.Tairua (foreground) and Omanu compete in the lifesaver relay E. Mangawhai Heads
administrate oxygen in the first aid scenario

B
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Every Surf Lifeguard knows the prowerful motivation of saving a life.

changes to resuscitation
adult and child/infant techniques

C

D

E

Bay of Plenty
While Northern Region Clubs battled with the weather, Bay of Plenty’s

IRB teams race) only four points separated the teams. The lifesaving events

Tradestaff Patrol Champs were held in near perfect conditions at Whangamata

saw a mass trauma incident for the first aid scenario plus resuscitation, theory

beach. This is the second year Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty has run the

and a patrol scenario that kept the lifeguards on their toes. Competition was

Patrol Champs and while the competition is predominately based on the

tight and heading into the final event - the lifesaver relay - all teams were within

Northern Region model, the adaption to ensure all team members compete

medal contention.

in all activities has seen the success of the championships steadily grow from
its first trial.
Each team in the championships consists of six refreshed lifeguards - one must
be a first year lifeguard and there must be two members of the opposite sex.
After the first three surf events (run-swim-run, double tube rescue relay and

Trust Waikato Whangamata SLSC managed to hold off the opposition and
came away with 184.61points, 8.73 in front of Trust Waikato Tairua SLSC.
Since Labour Weekend Surf Life Saving Bay of Plenty’s lifeguards have
provided 34,437 lifeguard patrol hours, saved 463 lives, undertaken 34,611
safety interventions, treated 569 people for injury, and conducted 92 searches.

Changes to

Resuscitation
The New Zealand Resuscitation Council (NZRC) has recently come out with
revised guidelnes for resusciataion. The guidelines are an important step towards
reducing the incidence of unexpected death in the New Zealand community. While
the past guidelines were not incorrect recent research has indicated that different
priorites in the act of resuscitation need to be pursued to optimize success.
On the whole the guidelines haven’t changed dramatically, however the whole
process has become slightly more simplified, eliminating unecessary steps.

Adult Resuscitation Techniques
• The need for CPR is determined by unresponsiveness and the absence
of breathing.
• The initial check for breathing should be no more than ten (10) seconds.
• There is no longer a ‘check for signs of life’. The absence of response and
breathing is all that is required to indicate that CPR should be given.
• There has been no re-introduction of the pulse check at lay level.
• The correct hand placement is found by placing the heel of both hands in the
‘centre’ of the chest.
• The rate of compressions to ventilations is 30:2.
• The rate of chest compressions remains at 100 per minute.
• In the adult there are no initial rescue breaths prior to chest compressions
– once the need for CPR has been demonstrated begin chest

• Each rescue breath should be delivered over one (1) second rather than
two (2) seconds.
• If the rescuer is alone, go for help immediately the victim is determined to
be not breathing.

Child / Infant Resuscitation Techniques
• The need for CPR is determined by unresponsiveness and the absence
of breathing.
• The initial check for breathing should be no more than ten (10) seconds.
• There is no longer a ‘check for signs of life’. The absence of response and
breathing is all that is required to indicate that CPR should be given.
• There has been no re-introduction of the pulse check at lay level.
• In the child / infant, once the absence of breathing has been established,
give five (5) initial rescue breaths prior to chest compressions.
• The rate of compressions to ventilations is 30:2.
• The rate of chest compressions remains at 100 per minute.
• In children, the correct hand placement is found by placing the heel of one hand
in the centre of the chest for a child over one (1) year. For an infant under one (1)
year use two fingers just below the nipple line.
• The correct compression depth is approximately one third (1/3) of the chest depth.
• If the rescuer is alone, perform CPR for one (1) minute before going for help.

compressions immediately.
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lifesaving information in real time
drowning prevention strategy

Lifesaving information
in real time
Instant access to ‘live’ patrol data is now a reality. Page 6 & 7 is evidence of Clubs, Districts and SLSNZ being able to
instantly access exactly what took place on a beach on any given day and be able to respond immediately.
It’s worth reflecting that just five years ago there was a lag of approximately a month to access ‘current patrol activity’. Today, in most cases, information about what
is happening on the beaches is available the same day and all that is needed, wherever you are, is access to the web.
Access to historical members’ details is also easier for Clubs now.
Changes made this season to Surf Life Saving’s database have made a clearer separation of current and non-current members. Clubs can easily separate and
access their ‘lapsed’ members but still retain all their history and awards. If the lapsed member returns to the Club, a simple tick makes them current and their
historical information is brought through.
Importantly, if the lapsed member transfers to a new Club, then their information is brought forward to the new Club.
Today, membership data is taken only from the database. Most Districts’ membership records on the database are completely up to date and consistent with those
previously ‘declared’ in annual returns. However, there are pockets of Clubs whose actual membership numbers are significantly fewer than numbers previously
declared. Because of trends in database use, lower numbers are more likely to reflect data records rather than a decline in membership.

Drowning
Prevention Strategy
At regular intervals in our history there have been calls for
government support of Surf Life Saving. Last year Cabinet
approved the Drowning Prevention Strategy 2005-15
that was developed by organisations in the ‘water safety
sector’ and government working together. The national
strategy continues to progress positively and within the
established timelines. Surf Life Saving is an active partner in
its development.
To give some background, the strategy is a partnership between central
government, through ACC, and organisations in the water safety sector such
as Surf Life Saving, Coast Guard, Water Safety NZ and Swimming NZ. The
strategy’s goals are:
•

Provision of effective leadership by the water safety sector and government.

•

Delivery of exceptional water safety services.

SLSNZ is a key partner, are deciding what’s needed particularly during the
next four years strategically and operationally to reduce drowning in
New Zealand.
The IMG have recommended:
•

A Governance structure and framework will be established to provide the
‘umbrella’ structure for the strategy.

•

Research will be undertaken to improve the effectiveness of the water
safety sector.

From this will flow a governing group of the ‘watery safety sector’ that will
provide strategic leadership of the strategy. With no previous structure or
coordination in the sector, the group, with ACC’s support will establish a
stocktake of services and resources currently provided, together with an
analysis of where there are gaps in the provision of water safety services.
This will help support establish a model of service delivery by various
organisations for the future and identify what resources and operational

Supporting the goals are eight objectives and the Implementation Management

structures are required to support this model to reduce drowning in

Group (IMG) is currently prioritising the implementation plan to carry the

New Zealand.

strategy through to 2010. What does this mean? It means the IMG, of which

Preventing drowning and injury at New Zealand beaches
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Obituaries

Maree Francis Clow Neil Falloon
• Life Member Fitzroy SLSC
• Life Member SLS Taranaki
• SLSNZ Distinguished Service Award

Maree sat and passed her Bronze Medallion at the Fitzroy Surf Life Saving
Club in 1962.
For the last 44years she has remained an active member of her club, Surf Life
Saving Taranaki and Surf Life Saving New Zealand.
Maree held her Lifeguard Instructor and Examiner Awards and Surf Official
One and Two Awards. She was a patrolling member of her club until 2002 and
coached R&R until 2001. As a very valuable member of her club management
team she held the positions of Committee member, Club Secretary and in
latter years was the Club Administrator for eight years. She was the Secretary
of the Fitzroy 75th Jubilee Committee in 1996, coordinating all aspects of
these celebrations. She received a Club Life Membership in 2001.
For Taranaki, Maree served on the Honours and Awards Committee for nine
years, was club delegate to various sub committees and held the position of
Patrol Inspector. She was also a Surf Official spanning a period of 28 years.
She received her District Service Award in 1984, Distinguished Service Award
in 1989 and Life Membership in 2003.
Nationally Maree competed at 11 New Zealand Championships achieving
medals in both Swim and R&R events. She also officiated at New Zealand
Championships for 18 years and won the John Constable Cup for the top
R&R judge on five occasions during that time. In the last two years she has
been a member of the Honours and Awards Committee and was a current

• Life Member Muriwai SLSC

Neil joined Waimairi Surf Life Saving Club in Christchurch in 1958 and qualified
the same year. On shifting to Auckland he joined the Muriwai Club and his
contribution continued.
Neil’s practical, professional and academic background brought a certain
degree of pragmatism to his surf lifesaving contribution and this contribution
provided leadership that was second to none. He made a tremendous
difference in all the areas he touched in lifesaving.
His patrolling record of 46 consecutive seasons through to 2004, and in
the latter years as Muriwai patrol captain, is a record few in the movement
will achieve. In that patrolling segment of his contribution he amassed an
impressive array of lifesaving qualifications that included jet boat operator,
boat-master, radio operator, instructor’s certificate, IRB operator, and
Advanced Resuscitation. As an original helicopter lifeguard, he was part of
a pioneering group that went on to become the Westpac Rescue Helicopter
Service.
This experience proved invaluable as a member of the Front Line Advisory
Group or FLAG committee that advised the Surf Life Saving New Zealand
Board.
In competition he will be well remembered as a member of the ‘Super Crew’.
During the golden age of the boats at Muriwai he took over from Errol Lewton
as sweep of that crew in 1976 and continued through until the 1980s. The
crew represented Auckland and travelled and competed with distinction in
Australia.

member of the Member Recognition Review Committee at the time of her

This contribution continued as a six-year President of the Muriwai Lifeguard

passing. She was awarded a Service Award in 1992 and NZ Distinguished

Service and in his last days was still actively involved in the decision-making

Service Award in 1998.

process. In 2001 Muriwai recognised his service by awarding him Life

Maree was a true example of an ‘In it For Life’ member of Surf Life Saving
and will be sorely missed by all her friends in this organisation.
Deepest sympathy is extended to her Mum Winnie and brother, sister-in-law
and family, Warren, Gail, Cameron and Gretchen.

Membership.
Neil’s contribution was not restricted to Muriwai. In fact it is fair to say that at a
District level he provided a greater degree of input for the good of all Clubs in
the Auckland region.
Neil went on to contribute in Auckland management as District Superintendent
and Controller of Regional Services for four years and, if that was not enough
he was President of the District for two years during 1996/97.
In 2005 his service to the District was recognised with presentation of a Life
Membership by Surf Life Saving Northern Region.
There are few amongst the ranks of surf lifesaving who could put together a
history that would match Neil Falloon’s.
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on-line event management
entry and event processing system

on-line
Event Management
In line with Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s Communication
Strategy, use of the web and electronic forms will continue
to evolve.
This summer SLSNZ’s introduced its new event management system in full use at the
NRC’s. Hosted on the web, the system is used for entry’s, which Clubs will be most
familiar with, however, during the event it manages initial event draws, semi finals and
final draws and the results itself.
At the NZ Champs the best example of its use was the beach sprints. With a lap top
on the beach itself and competitors placing’s loaded straight into the system at the
end of each heat, it means the days of Officials writing results by hand with runners
then taking these to the Clubhouse to be processed are gone.
For members, going to the web page it means you can see the event results as each
race is completed. Club points tally’s are updated race by race. Members can search
results by each event, or look for all the results of an individual member.
The downside some Club’s experienced is of course their members data must be
accurate on the database and entry criteria must be complete, such as refreshers,
however, Clubs recording members details accurately is likely to improve and will
continue to make the process easier.
Access to the live and historical event results is through the link on the organisations
home page www.surflifesaving.org.nz

ARANCIA RESCUE CRAFT
designed & developed for surf life saving

Proud to be associated with surf life saving for over 25 years
Wilsco fuel tanks also available to order visit our website
www.arancia.co.nz for global & local shots of arancias in actions
arancia industries LTD
PO box 56585
Dominion Road
Auckland
ph +64 9 815 0469
fx
+64 9 815 0468
mb +64 21 774 867
EM info@arancia.co.nz
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advertising
email communications@surflifesaving.org.nz to place your ad in the next issue

Surf Rescue Magazine is distributed
FREE of charge to current members of
Surf Life Saving New Zealand
To advertise in this space, please contact: Julia McFadzien,
Communications Manager Julia.mcfadzien@surflifesaving.org.nz

brainwave

Mike Mead, Brainwave
mobilE 021 678 700
Ph & FX 03 388 9033
email mike@brainwave.net.nz
WEB www.brainwave.net.nz
POST PO Box 2702 Christchurch

Xfactor Ski
one of the quickest on the market
$2500.00
Xfactor Double Ski
adjustable footwells & twin rudder
$4500.00
Top Cat Double Hull Surf Canoe
new design proves to be a winner
$9400.00
Molokai Long Distance Ski
specifically for long distance racing
$2200.00
K1 Vanquish from
$2100.00
K2 Scorpian from
$4200.00
Kajner Paddles
$350.00
Bullet Proof Paddles
$265.00
Canoe Paddles x 4
$1200.00
Boards
6 foot Nipper
$507.00
8 foot Nipper
$619.00
8’10”
$1340.00
10’6”
$1620.00
3.2m Club Rescue
$960.00
All prices include GST
Agent for Forcefield lifesaving
equipment, plus we also have a range
of multi sport boats and manufactured
outriggers (OC6 & OC1) available.
Brainwave is now a registered
Australian Surf Equipment
Manufacturer.

Performance products for the performance minded.

IRB Trailer
Motor Trolley
Mobile Patrol Tower
Patrol Flag Poles
Patrol Flag Tripod
Signs Danger
Rip Danger
Swim between the flags
Patrol Board Stand
Custom-made Gear Trailers

$1580.00
$310.50
$2677.50
e $51.00
e $114.00
e $139.95
e $67.50
e $96.53
$58.08
Price on enquiry

The above prices are ex-factory and GST inclusive

HAVE A SAFE SURF SEASON
71B Patiki Rd
PO Box 19 111, Avondale
Auckland, New Zealand
T: +64 9 820 0744
F: +64 9 820 0746
E: sales@covertex.co.nz
W: www.covertex.co.nz

safer beaches.
For over 37 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

Every year thousands of
ordinary New Zealanders
patrol our beaches so we
can enjoy the water.
But even before they give
up their weekends and
spare time to protect us,
they must complete hours
of intensive training.
They aren’t in it for
the money and they
certainly aren’t in it for the
recognition...

www.surflifesaving.org.nz

